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Drive 45% 65% 
































For example, all else being equal, one would expect that an
employer that offers fully-paid transit benefits would see a
larger increase in transit use than one that offers only an
employee-paid, pre-tax benefit. An employer located in an
area with very limited transit services would expect to see less
of an increase (or no increase) in transit riders as the result of
a transit benefits program compared with an employer in a
location served by many transit lines and frequent service.
The number of transit users at a worksite prior to imple-
menting a transit benefit also plays a role. If the share of
employees using transit is already very high (perhaps because
of other conditions favorable to transit use such as availability
of supporting programs, employee-paid parking, and frequent
transit services), a large increase in transit use is unlikely, sim-
ply because there are very few employees who can switch. For
example, in a small company of 20 people, if 18 already use
transit, then the maximum potential increase in transit use is 
2 employees. Understanding these factors is important in
developing realistic expectations for transit ridership growth
and reductions in vehicle travel.
IMPLEMENTING A TRANSIT BENEFITS
PROGRAM TO MEET STRATEGIC GOALS 
AND OBJECTIVES
How Goals and Objectives Can Shape 
Program Design
Goals and objectives can help determine the strategies used
in developing, implementing, modifying, and marketing a
transit benefits program. There are various ways that transit
agencies can set up transit benefits programs for employers
11
and employees, and different program options can meet dif-
ferent goals. It is therefore important to ask these two questions
first: What are the primary goals for the transit benefits pro-
gram? What are the tradeoffs among different goals? A pro-
gram may have several different goals, and it will be important
to recognize potential tradeoffs in meeting each goal and to set
priorities among goals to ensure that the primary goals of the
program are being met.
Several different types of program decisions must then be
made that relate to program goals. These include deciding the
following:
• What type of program should be implemented? A
wide range of different transit benefits program designs
can be implemented (e.g., monthly passes, universal
passes, stored-value cards, and vouchers), each of which
have different characteristics and effects.
• What type of incentives should be offered? Program
goals and objectives will also influence pricing policies,
such as whether to offer discounts. For instance, if a key
goal is to increase transit agency revenues, it is proba-
bly better to have a nondiscounted program. However,
if a key goal is to increase ridership, it may be useful to
set up a program that offers larger discounts with greater
levels of employee participation.
• What kind of marketing should be used to promote
the program? Program goals and objectives will influ-
ence what type of marketing is conducted and how it is
targeted. For example, if the goal is to build relationships
with the business community, the transit agency might
pursue a strategy of working through organizations such
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Surface Lot $0 $75-$240 $40-$50 $115-$280 
3 Level Parking Structure $122-$241 $25-$80 $40-$50 $187-$371 







3.5 CASE STUDIES  Appendices 3‐6 contain case studies of selected localities’ experiences with Universal Access passes and other innovative Transportation Demand Management programs.   These case studies cover:  1. The impact on transit agency revenue and employer adoption in Phoenix’s Pay‐per‐use program, the Platinum Plus card (Appendix 3).   (2) Insight into how a Universal Access Program works outside of the University context, with Denver’s EcoPass program (Appendix 4).   2. The effects on parking demand and transit agency revenue of King County Metro’s FlexPass program and the University of Washington’s UPass program (Appendix 5).   3. Lessons regarding political issues and implementation practice from other Universal Access Programs in Berkeley, Portland, and Minneapolis/St. Paul (Appendix 6).    The results of these case studies are instrumental in designing any program that is positive for employees, employers, and transit agencies.  Phoenix’s experience with a Pay‐per‐ride employer programs demonstrates that: 1. It is plausible to implement a pay‐per‐ride system, with monthly caps.  While this seems overly simple, it is important to establish technical feasibility.    Phoenix has had an operational system for 18 years, prior to the implementation of SmartCards.  It has continued this system as it has introduced SmartCards.  There are future opportunities to track individual usage. 2. Pay‐per‐ride revenue loss from capping at the monthly transit pass for existing riders is definitely less than 20%, likely less than 10%, and possibly less than 5%.  Increased ridership likely offsets this revenue loss. 3. Commute Trip Reduction programs provide incentives for employers to provide transportation subsidies.  There are some indications from this case study that these programs are effective in reducing SOV mode share. 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4. It is easier for a transit agency to implement a program, than to track its success.  Metrics for success, such as net new riders, or revenue neutrality need to be in place to track the effectiveness of such programs.  Denver’s experience with the EcoPass program provides four lessons for the design of a revenue neutral program that increases ridership in a high transit mode share area: 1. Universal Access programs can increase ridership in areas that already have high transit mode shares. 2. This ridership increase is quite variable between companies.  The subsidy amount is likely related to ridership gains, but it is unclear the extent of this relationship. 3. Flat pricing based on mode share in the surrounding area for Universal Access Passes, no matter how well designed, is always likely to result in some lost revenue for the transit agency.  Lag is likely significant, and net revenue compared to the pre Universal Access pass case on a per employer basis is definitely not upheld, even if it might be on a program level.  Self‐selection, especially among smaller employers, also threatens revenue in a flat price regime.  Increasing ridership makes up for much of these losses. 4. Without actual measurement of current ridership and new ridership, it is hard to measure success.  Without measurements of success, any changes to pricing become controversial.  The FlexPass and UPass programs at King County Metro Transit in Seattle and the University of Washington provide six key lessons for the design and implementation of an innovative transportation subsidy program: 1. Universal Access in combination with parking pricing is cost effective, with a benefit/cost ratio of at least 5:1 over a 15 year period for the University of Washington, in an area with already relatively high transit mode shares.  The benefit/cost ratio is likely higher for employers who build underground rather than aboveground structured parking. As University Transportation Systems Manager Peter Dewey put it: “The program has allowed us to minimize the use of our parking facilities.  We currently have 12,000 spaces, fewer than in 1983, despite 8,000 additional people.  Without vigorously managing our parking and providing commute alternatives, the University would have been faced with adding approximately 3,600 parking spaces at a cost of over $100 million.  With fewer cars on campus since the inception of U‐PASS, the University has created opportunities to make capital investments in buildings supporting education instead of structures for cars.” (King County Dept. of Transportation, 2001) 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FY09 $786 $44 $4 186:1 
FY10 $873 $44 $4 207:1 
FY11 $970 $44 $4 232:1 













Number of days parked per month 
where Occasional Permit and 
LinkPass combined cost less than 
Monthly Commuter Permit 
FY09 $65.50 $29.50 $4/day + $44/year 8 
FY10 $72.75 $29.50 $4/day + $44/year 10 
FY11 $80.83 $29.50 $4/day + $44/year 12 















  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Average 
01 Drove alone the 
entire way 
2,348 2,387 2,443 2,435 2,279 2,379 
02 Drove alone, then 
took public 
transportation 
472 452 464 450 404 449 
03 Walked, then took 
public transportation 
2,146 2,267 2,289 2,247 2,155 2,221 
04 Shared ride/dropped 
off, then took public 
transportation 
236 254 234 232 215 234 
05 Bicycled and took 
public transportation 
101 119 97 106 104 105 
06 Rode in a private 
car with another 
person 
465 482 485 498 454 477 
07 Rode in a private 
car with 2-6 
commuters 
93 84 96 82 92 89 
08 Rode in a vanpool 
or private shuttle  
39 41 47 36 35 39 
09 Dropped off at work 81 91 72 86 81 82 
10 Bicycled 712 689 611 651 576 648 
11 Walked 716 710 710 714 697 709 
12 Out of office (sick, 
vacation, jury duty, 
business trip) 
401 354 357 381 469 392 
13 Scheduled day off 
(e.g. weekend) 
223 130 156 135 330 195 
14 Worked at home 171 150 170 142 346 196 
15 Other, please 
specify 
204 197 190 215 173 196 
16 Took a taxi 18 20 5 19 19 16  
Table 6­2. Mode Share By Day Of Week, End Commute Mode Only, Employees, 
2008, Weighted 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Average 
Drive Alone 27.9% 28.3% 29.0% 28.9% 27.0% 28.2% 
Public Transit 35.1% 36.7% 36.6% 36.0% 34.1% 35.7% 
Rideshare 8.0% 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% 7.8% 8.2% 
Pedestrian (Bike / Walk) 17.0% 16.6% 15.7% 16.2% 15.1% 16.1% 
Not on Campus 9.4% 7.5% 8.1% 7.8% 13.6% 9.3% 




 Frequency % of Population 
Transit 2,606 30.9% 
Drive 2,284 27.1% 
Pedestrian 1,055 12.5% 
Drive + Transit 516 6.1% 
Rideshare 500 5.9% 
Transit + Pedestrian 364 4.3% 
Other or Not on Campus 351 4.2% 
Drive + Rideshare 218 2.6% 
Transit + Rideshare 181 2.1% 
Drive + Pedestrian 154 1.8% 
Rideshare + Pedestrian 99 1.2% 
Drive + Transit + Pedestrian 30 0.4% 
Drive + Transit + Rideshare 30 0.4% 
Transit + Rideshare + Pedestrian  28 0.3% 





 Same End Mode 
Prior Week Always Ever 
Drove alone entire way 82% 92% 
Drove alone, then took public transportation (PT) 65% 94% 
Walked, then took PT 76% 96% 
Shared ride/dropped off, then took PT 73% 96% 
Bicycled and took PT 57% 80% 
Private car with addl. per. 64% 86% 
Private car with 2-6 ppl. 77% 96% 
Vanpool or private shuttle 43% 82% 
Dropped off at work 66% 98% 
Bicycled 66% 96% 
Walked 72% 95% 

















% who made this change in 
one year, and were stable in 
the other 
Stable 995 901* 901* 91% 
Adding Only 195 49 98 75% 
Changing 
Completely 350 93 158 72% 
1 Mode 
Total 1,540 1,043 256 84% 
Stable 320 235* 235* 73% 
Adding Only 69 19 35 78% 
Unbundling 
Only 228 125 54 79% 
Adding + 
Unbundling 46 7 5 26% 
Changing 
Completely 98 20 35 56% 
2 Or More 
Modes 





   95% Confidence  
 Mean Std Deviation Lower Upper 
Week 1 5.272 6.888 5.12 5.42 


































Former Mode Current Mode    
 SOV Public Transit Rideshare Pedestrian Decrease 
SOV  4.1% 1.0% 1.1% -6.2% 
Public Transit 2.7%  0.8% 2.2% -5.7% 
Rideshare 0.7% 0.9%  0.2% -1.9% 
Pedestrian 0.6% 1.6% 0.2%  -2.4% 
Increase 4.0% 6.6% 2.1% 3.5%   
Table 6­8. Net Flow In Primary Mode, By Former Mode, Employees, 2008 
Former Mode Current Mode  
 Public Transit Rideshare Pedestrian 
SOV 1.4% 0.2% 0.5% 
Public Transit -0.1% 0.6% 
Rideshare   0.0%  Table 6‐9 shows that people who have moved recently are more likely to have changed their mode.  However, 1 in 7 of those people who have not moved in 15 years changed their primary commute mode.  You can teach old dogs new tricks.    
Table 6­9. Primary Mode Change By Move Year, Employees, 2008 










Changed Primary Mode 14% 16% 17% 27% 21%  Table 6‐10 compares the movement in transit benefits over time directly.  36% of people who did not elect to receive a benefit in 2006 changed their election in the intervening 2 years.  Overall, 20% of people changed the type of benefit they received.  Those people with a Monthly Parking Permit were the least likely to change.  Of those who did, approximately 50% moved to a transit pass with an Occasional Parking permit, and 25% moved to a transit pass only.  Mode switch and primary mode are entwined, but both show significant variability.  With monthly benefits, people change their choices to meet their expected activity pattern.  They need to continuously optimize and re‐optimize their choices based on endogenous and exogenous factors. 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of 255 
Table 6­10. Transportation Benefit Received In 2006 Vs 2008 
 2008 Benefit 





















None 64% 19% 1% 2% 0% 4% 9% 64% 
Bus / Link Pass 5% 83% 4% 6% 0% 0% 2% 83% 
CR Pass 4% 7% 78% 0% 8% 0% 3% 78% 
Occl Permit + 
Bus or Link Pass 2% 10% 1% 71% 4% 5% 7% 71% 
Occl Permit + 
CR Pass 0% 0% 10% 4% 80% 2% 4% 80% 
Occl Permit Only 7% 1% 0% 12% 5% 65% 9% 65% 
Monthly Permit 2% 2% 1% 3% 3% 4% 87% 87% 
Total 11% 21% 5% 8% 5% 6% 43% 80%  




















































































































































































































































Primary 7% 4% 1% 1% 9% 36% 6% 82% 
Always 5% 3% 0% 1% 5% 26% 3% 73% 
Drive 
Ever 9% 11% 3% 5% 43% 52% 18% 84% 
Primary 32% 75% 79% 91% 79% 14% 3% 2% 
Always 26% 58% 66% 83% 43% 8% 5% 2% 
Transit 
Ever 38% 86% 83% 91% 85% 21% 9% 7% 
Primary 5% 0% 2% 1% 3% 17% 86% 12% 
Always 4% 0% 1% 1% 1% 8% 69% 8% 
Rideshare 
Ever 10% 3% 6% 3% 9% 24% 88% 15% 
Primary 52% 16% 17% 2% 6% 29% 4% 2% 
Always 43% 11% 13% 1% 3% 14% 3% 1% 
Pedestrian 
Ever 56% 33% 24% 2% 8% 32% 7% 4% 














Drive alone the entire way 15.3% 17.2% 
Drive alone, then take public transportation 1.8% 2.9% 
Walk, then take public transportation 40.0% 31.1% 
Share ride/dropped off, then take public transportation 1.2% 2.4% 
Bicycle and take public transportation 2.6% 3.3% 
Ride in a private car with another person 4.0% 1.9% 
Ride in a private car with 2-6 commuters 0.3% 1.0% 
Ride in a vanpool or private shuttle 1.2% 1.4% 
Dropped off at work 0.2% 0.0% 
Bicycle 15.5% 15.3% 
Walk 16.8% 19.1% 












Always Drive 12.0% 14.2% 
Ever Drive 19.7% 24.5% 
Always Transit 36.5% 32.8% 
Ever Transit 53.7% 47.5% 
Always Rideshare 4.2% 3.4% 
Ever Rideshare 10.4% 6.9% 
Always Pedestrian 24.2% 27.9% 




Measure with respect to pass price Elasticity Range 
Demand for Passes -0.56 to -0.60 
Demand for Usage -0.25 to -0.30 
Demand for Every Day Commute Usage -0.18 to -0.22 
Demand for Occasional Commute Usage -0.22 to -0.26 
Demand for Total Commute Trips -0.25 to -0.29 





















Transit 13% 35% 29% 39% 34% 28% 31% 
Drive 38% 13% 37% 24% 22% 46% 27% 
Pedestrian 15% 25% 5% 8% 14% 7% 13% 
Drive + Transit 6% 4% 7% 6% 7% 6% 6% 
Rideshare 5% 4% 7% 7% 6% 1% 6% 
Transit + Pedestrian 4% 7% 2% 4% 5% 0% 4% 
Other or Not on Campus 7% 3% 3% 4% 4% 6% 4% 
Drive + Rideshare 3% 1% 4% 2% 3% 4% 3% 
Transit + Rideshare 1% 3% 2% 3% 2% 0% 2% 
Drive + Pedestrian 4% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 
Rideshare + Pedestrian 2% 2% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 
Drive + Transit + Pedestrian 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 
Drive + Transit + Rideshare 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Transit + Rideshare + 
Pedestrian  0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 
Drive + Rideshare + 
Pedestrian 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 




 Female Male 
Other 48% 52% 
Pedestrian 33% 67% 
Rideshare 65% 35% 
Rideshare + Pedestrian 43% 57% 
Transit 53% 47% 
Transit + Pedestrian 40% 60% 
Transit + Rideshare 60% 40% 
Transit + Rideshare + Pedestrian 63% 37% 
Drive 51% 49% 
Drive + Rideshare 30% 70% 
Drive + Pedestrian 67% 33% 
Drive + Rideshare + Pedestrian 18% 82% 
Drive + Transit 53% 47% 
Drive + Transit + Pedestrian 30% 70% 
Drive + Transit + Rideshare 61% 39% 
Total 50% 50%  One measurement of how entrenched these patterns are for employees is car ownership.  Chapter 2 established that car ownership is a longer‐term decision than daily mode choice.  The expectation is therefore that higher car ownership is a proxy for the extent to which driving is a part of their lifestyle, and the opposite for transit users and people who walk.  Car ownership is a proxy for the entire set of activity patterns beyond the commute.   Not surprisingly, per Table 6‐17, people without cars rarely use them to commute.  As car ownership increases, the percentage of people who always and occasionally commute via the automobile also increases, up to 2 cars, after which drive commute mode share is essentially flat.14    
Table 6­17. Bundling Behavior By Cars Owned In HH, Employees, Weighted, 
2008 
 Cars in HH 
 0 1 2 3 4 5+ Total 
Always Drive 1% 18% 43% 46% 47% 29% 27% 
Ever Drive 1% 30% 59% 58% 61% 47% 39% 
Always Transit 50% 35% 21% 21% 20% 39% 31% 
Ever Transit 64% 51% 33% 32% 28% 49% 45% 
Always Rideshare 1% 6% 7% 7% 6% 6% 6% 
Ever Rideshare 4% 14% 14% 15% 18% 18% 13% 
Always Pedestrian 31% 14% 4% 5% 4% 4% 12% 
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Drive  Ever Drive 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Faculty Always Drive Always Transit Always Rideshare Always Pedestrian 
0% 20% 
40% 60% 






e Staff: Other Academic 
0% 20% 
40% 60% 






e Staff: Admin 
0% 20% 
40% 60% 






e Staff: Support 
0% 20% 
40% 60% 







Most Recent Move Year 



































































































20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61+ 
Age 
2005 to 2008 
2001 to 2004 
1995 to 2000 















< 1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-7 7-12 12+ 





































































































































w/in 1/10m of transit passholder 
w/in 1/4m of transit passholder 






















Only Ever Only Ever Only Ever Only Ever 
Drive Transit Rideshare Pedestrian 












Faculty Staff: Other 
Academic 










































































Non Passholders 45% 15% 68% 91% 78% 64% 50% 88% 
Bus Pass Holders 1% 1% 1% 0% 6% 1% 1% 0% 
Link Pass Holders 27% 32% 23% 7% 13% 19% 42% 3% 
Commuter Rail Pass Holders 4% 8% 1% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0% 
Pass Holders not through MIT 1% 2% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2% ? 
Occasional Parkers (no pass) 3% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 4% 
Resident Permit Holder 3% 1% 4% 1% 1% 15% 1% 0% 
Carpool Permit Holder 1% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Commuter Permit Holder 15% 33% 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 4% 
Total 18,191 7,979 10,212 3,026 974 2,485 3,727 5,747  The distribution of transit passes affects cost attribution for the proposed changes to the current subsidy policies.  If costs are spread across the population, groups with less usage of benefits will be donors to the program, while the groups with more usage will be the recipients of reductions in cost.  If a Universal Access Pass is to include access to Commuter Rail, the implication is that students will be paying for employees’ usage unless the employee and student pools are kept separate.  Table 7‐2 presents the total amounts spent by students and employees through MIT on transit passes, and the amount of those transit passes that are subsidized. The subsidy and payment amounts for Commuter Rail that are attributable to the LinkPass portion of the cost ($59, split evenly between MIT and students/employees) are attributed separately (Base and CR in the table below).  This allows more exact attribution of costs within a Universal Access pass regime.  
Table 7­2. Total Annual MIT Subsidy And Student / Employee Payments 
    All Emp. Stud. 
Ineligible or 
Off Campus 
  Bus Pass Subsidy $62,309 $29,876 $32,432 $2,343 
+  Link Pass Subsidy $1,572,446 $877,336 $695,110 $48,795 
+ Base Commuter Subsidy $251,847 $227,031 $24,816 $5,760 
+ CR Commuter Subsidy $567,780 $517,852 $49,928 $8,557 
=  Total MIT subsidy $2,454,382 $1,652,095 $802,287 $65,456 
  Bus Pass Payments $35,431 $16,989 $18,442 $1,332 
+  Link Pass Payments $1,572,446 $877,336 $695,110 $48,795 
+ Base Commuter Rail Payments $251,847 $227,031 $24,816 $5,760 
+ CR Commuter Rail Payments $567,694 $517,766 $49,928 $8,557 
=  Total Stud./Emp Payments $2,427,418 $1,639,121 $788,296 $64,445 
=   MBTA Revenue w/o CR $3,746,326 $2,255,599 $1,490,727 $112,786 



































Total MIT subsidy $135 $207 $79 $23 $57 $62 $141 
Total Student/Emp Payments $133 $205 $77 $22 $50 $61 $140 
Current MBTA Rev. through MIT w/o CR $206 $283 $146 $43 $103 $118 $260 
















None $32 $2 $8 $0 $42 
Bus Pass $18 $26 $1 $39 $5 
Link Pass $86 $3 $3 $89 $3 
CR $15 $0 $190 $205 $0 
Occasional + Bus Pass $9 $30 $0 $36 $2 
Occasional + Link Pass $71 $2 $1 $73 $1 
Occasional + CR $9 $0 $165 $174 $0 
Occasional Permit $13 $0 $7 $0 $20 
Carpool Permit $9 $0 $2 $0 $12 





    All Emp. Stud. 
   MBTA Revenue through MIT  w/o CR $3,746,326 $2,255,599 $1,490,727 
   MBTA Revenue through MIT  w/CR $4,881,800 $3,291,217 $1,590,583 
 Base Non Passholder Revenue $1,841,778 $377,028 $1,464,751 
+ Base Occasional Parker Revenue $73,577 $65,011 $8,565 
+ Base Resident Permit Holder Revenue $73,735 $5,560 $68,176 
+ Base Carpool Permit Holder Revenue $21,668 $20,844 $824 
+ Base Commuter Permit Holder Revenue $190,838 $185,121 $5,718 
+ Base Passholders not through MIT Revenue $220,147 $137,804 $82,343 
+ Base Passholder non-covered usage $13,334 $5,494 $7,840 
= Base Total Base MBTA Rev Not through MIT $2,435,078 $796,861 $1,638,217 
 CR Non Passholder Revenue $270,492 $124,011 $146,480 
+ CR Occasional Parker Revenue $40,253 $36,307 $3,946 
+ CR Resident Permit Holder Revenue $5,844 $0 $5,844 
+ CR Carpool Permit Holder Revenue $5,122 $5,122 $0 
+ CR Commuter Permit Holder Revenue $42,411 $41,999 $412 
+ CR Passholders not through MIT Revenue $26,508 $18,907 $7,601 
+ CR Passholder non-covered usage $113,423 $77,924 $35,499 
= CR Total CR MBTA Rev Not through MIT $504,053 $304,271 $199,782 
=  Total MBTA revenue not through MIT $2,939,131 $1,101,132 $1,837,999 
=   Projected Payment to MBTA w/o CR $6,181,404 $3,052,460 $3,128,943 
































Per Use Cost $6,869,265 
Monthly Pass Cost $6,181,404 
  












$0 $10 $20 $30 $40 $50 $60 $70 $80 $90 $100 $110 $120 
Staff & Faculty None Staff & Faculty Monthly Transit 
Staff & Faculty Transit & Occasional Staff & Faculty Occasional Parking 














Owned Westgate Area 385 416 128 -63 
Owned Northwest Area 340 214 10 124 
Owned West Zone 596 382 440 104 
Owned North Area 723 551 994 -77 
Owned Northeast Area 681 676 39 -5 
Owned Sloan and E51 Area 120 153 0 -33 
Owned Riverside Area 367 354 116 -16 
Owned Other Areas 517 412 253 42 
Owned Other Reserved 62 21 0 41 
Leased Tied to Leases 440 404 0 36 
Leased Tied to Construction 358 343 0 15 
Leased Tech Square 130 123 0 7 
Owned Surface Lots 1,991 1,759 557 93 
Owned Garages 1,119 744 1,384 29 
Owned Underground 681 676 39 -5 
 Owned 3,791 3,179 1,980 117 
 Leased 928 870 0 58 
 Total 4,719 4,049 1,980 175 
 Allocated Daily Occupancy 96%    









Surface Lots 1,991 588 1,403 
Garages 1,119 137 982 
Underground 681  681 
Total Owned 3,791 725 3,066 















Surface Lots  $568,753   $2,118,787  $2,687,540   $405   $1,510   $1,916  
Garages  $398,086   $1,934,920  $2,333,006   $405   $1,970   $2,376  
Underground  $276,066   $2,976,400  $3,252,466   $405   $4,371   $4,776  
Total Owned  $1,242,905   $7,030,107  $8,273,012   $405   $2,293   $2,698  
Total Leased   $2,403,376     $2,590     Interest and depreciation total $4.8m annually.  This has been attributed in Table 7‐9, 80% to the underground spaces, and 20% to the garage spaces, based on the $100k per space estimate of the capital cost of the Stata Garage. The $2.6m in so‐called “space charges” are attributed between garages and surface lots based on total lot size.  These space charges are essentially the value to the Institute of the land if it were in its highest and best use.  Therefore, attribution is based not on the total spaces, but on total land area used by the spaces in surface lots and garages.  The result is that surface lots are more expensive than found in Chapter 2, mostly because land costs are higher for MIT than they are elsewhere.  As previously noted, much of the land used by surface lots at MIT is in the only buildable space left on campus.  The last two major building projects have been built on top of existing surface lots—the Cancer Research building and the new Sloan Building.    Removing non‐employee parking revenue from total parking allows comparison of the costs of providing employee parking to the revenue from that parking.  As shown in Table 7‐10, total revenue is equal to $702 per space, as opposed to the $786 annual permit charge.  This is likely due not only to unused spaces, but also to some permits that are less costly, such as those for retired (or semi‐retired) Faculty and medical exemption permits.    
Table 7­10. Revenue By Type Of Space 
 Total Revenue Revenue / Space Imputed Free Space 
Total Revenue  $3,313,467   $702   
Visitor and Other  $140,000    
Student  $336,487    





Cost / Space / 
Year 
Revenue / Space / 
Year 




Surface Lots  $1,916   $702   $(1,213) 37% 
Garages  $2,376   $702   $(1,674) 30% 
Underground  $4,776   $702   $(4,074) 15% 
Total Owned  $2,698   $702   $(1,996) 26% 






 Transit CEQT* 
Parking CEQT* 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 Total 
0 388% -26% -20% -15% -8% 37% 
1-5 -64% -50% -40% -16% -12% -34% 
6-10 -78% -65% -35% -23% -17% -49% 
11-15 -89% -44% -45% -35% -28% -64% 
16-20 -38% -51% -54% -49% -45% -42% 
Total 47% -40% -30% -18% -9%   * See Appendix 7 for more detail on the ratio between CEQT and trips / parking events.  As can be seen by comparing the Table 7‐13 and Table 7‐14, this results in a significant drop in the total parking trips at MIT, so that MIT can save approximately 1,000 spaces on a daily basis.  That is, not only does MIT charge, or allow others to charge more than 3 times the current rate, it saves the cost of building 1,000 spaces.  MIT currently has almost 1,000 leased spaces, at a cost of $2,590 per year.  MIT could save $2.5m from giving up leased spaces by removing its subsidy.   In addition, each space that MIT owns currently costs just under $2,700 annually.  At a monthly rate of $250, assuming that revenue is collected at approximately 90% of the total monthly rate, as it is now, MIT would then break even on its parking.  In this situation any increase in parking that was an aboveground garage17 would not be a decision to increase a subsidy, but instead a decision to meet increased demand.  With market pricing, MIT’s decision to build underground parking would likely not meet the cost recovery test.                                                           17 But the aboveground garage irretrievably eliminates the use of the land for buildings, and option which has been unacceptable to both MIT and the City of Cambridge. 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Table 7­13. Summary Statistics For No Subsidy World 
 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 55.0% 25.6% 50.9% 
Total Monthly Trips 61,600 27,124 62,131 
Mode Share 40.8% 18.0% 41.2% 
Trips / Person / Month 7.32 3.22 7.38 
Trips / User / Month 55.0% 25.6% 50.9% 
 
Table 7­14. Comparative Statistics For Current Vs No Subsidy 
 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode -14.4% -19.9% 15.2% 
Total Monthly Trips -10,021 -22,075 32,623 
Mode Share -6.8% -14.7% 21.6% 
Trips / Person / Month -1.19 -2.62 3.87 
Trips / User / Month 1.04 -0.27 4.68 
Days Parked  -20,671  









 Age as of Survey Drive Mode Share (weekly) 
Remained at MIT 49.1 33.9% 
Started in 2008 33.6 15.1% 
Left after 2006 35.5 18.6%  Assuming the same growth patterns of the last decade, as shown in Table 7‐16, MIT will require an additional 38 to 75 parking spaces over the next 3 years, 65‐127 over the next 5, and 133‐260 over the next 10.  Without data to verify the correct case, this thesis assumes that while aggregate patterns reduce drive trips, people will continue to drive more as they age and their activity patterns change.  The middle estimate of parking growth is therefore used throughout the remainder of this thesis.  Costs from this parking growth are heavily reliant on whether new spaces need to be constructed or leased in order to meet it.  Furthermore, over 20 years, the growth cannot be accommodated under MIT’s de facto parking cap, so it would subject MIT to mandatory mitigation measures from the City of Cambridge.  Under the assumption that the new parking demand is filled with new leased parking, in 2019 these spaces would cost MIT $592,000 annually, only 27% of which would be recovered at current parking rates.  If increased demand requires building new underground spaces, the cost to MIT is $1.1m annually, only 15% of which would be recovered from current parking rates.  
Table 7­16. Projected Parking Demand For MIT Growth Vs. Business As Usual 
  Total New Daily Parking Trips 
Year Employees Max Middle Low 
FY09 8,426    
FY10 8,510 25 22 13 
FY11 8,595 50 44 25 
FY12 8,681 75 66 38 
FY13 8,768 101 89 52 
FY14 8,856 127 111 65 
FY15 8,944 153 134 78 
FY16 9,034 179 158 92 
FY17 9,124 206 181 105 
FY18 9,215 233 205 119 
FY19 9,308 260 229 133 
,,,     










Trips Value  Bus Link CR 
Pass 
Subsidy 
All Employees 35.7% 23.9 $49.26  1.3% 30.8% 8.4% $17.51 
Remained at MIT 28.0% 19.1 $41.98  1.7% 25.5% 10.0% $17.67 
Started in 2008 49.3% 33.7 $65.56  0.7% 39.6% 6.6% $18.27 
Left after 2006 44.6% 29.3 $56.95  3.1% 36.1% 6.9% $18.14  The maximum estimates shown in Table 7‐18 are based on trips and pass purchases by those people who began employment in 2008; low estimates are based on all employees; medium estimates are all employees, plus the difference between those who left after 2006, and those who started in 2008.  Similar to above, this thesis assumes that the middle estimates are likely to be closest to actual behavior, taking into account changing behavior over time.  Over the next 3 years, due to natural growth, this results in an increase of almost $55,000 in subsidy costs and $155,000 in actual usage, rising to $188,000 and $535,000 over the next 10 years.  This is a growth rate in the usage of transit of approximately 12.2%, and in subsidy of 11.4% over 10 years, given a 1% annual increase in the number of employees.  
Table 7­18. Growth Estimates For Total MBTA Usage And MIT Subsidy 
  Fare Value  Subsidy Value  
 Emp.s Max Middle Low Max Middle Low 
FY09 8,426       
FY10 8,510 $66,288 $51,151 $49,806 $18,473 $17,993 $17,703 
FY11 8,595 $133,240 $102,813 $100,110 $37,131 $36,167 $35,584 
FY12 8,681 $200,861 $154,991 $150,917 $55,976 $54,522 $53,643 
FY13 8,768 $269,158 $207,692 $202,232 $75,009 $73,060 $71,883 
FY14 8,856 $338,138 $260,919 $254,060 $94,232 $91,784 $90,305 
FY15 8,944 $407,808 $314,679 $306,406 $113,648 $110,696 $108,911 
FY16 9,034 $478,174 $368,976 $359,276 $133,257 $129,796 $127,704 
FY17 9,124 $549,245 $423,817 $412,675 $153,063 $149,087 $146,684 
FY18 9,215 $621,025 $479,206 $466,608 $173,067 $168,571 $165,854 
FY19 9,308 $693,524 $535,148 $521,079 $193,271 $188,251 $185,216 
…        








  FY12 FY14 FY19 
No Growth Spaces 0 0 62 
 Replace w Leased $0 $0 $160,570 
 Replace with Owned $0 $0 $296,113 
     
Growth Spaces 66 198 491 
 Replace w Leased $170,203 $514,023 $1,270,679 
 Replace with Owned $313,876 $947,926 $2,343,300 
 Transit Trips $154,991 $260,919 $535,148 











 Transit CEQT* 
Parking CEQT* 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 Total 
0 -519 -295 -61 159 769 52 
1-5 -160 -32 53 130 406 397 
6-10 -113 -9 57 98 177 211 
11-15 -175 -15 25 75 88 -2 
16-20 -974 -19 167 116 54 -657 
Total -1,942 -370 240 578 1,494   * See Appendix 7 for more detail on the ratio between CEQT and trips / parking events.  
Table 7­21. Summary Statistics, Employees, Mandatory $20 Universal Access 
Pass 
 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 92.4% 44.9% 22.0% 
Total Monthly Trips 106,829 40,215 12,681 
Mode Share 66.9% 25.2% 7.9% 
Trips / Person / Month 12.69 4.78 1.51 





 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 23.1% -0.6% -13.7% 
Mode Share 19.2% -7.6% -11.7% 
Trips / Person / Month 4.18 -1.07 -2.00 





Spaces Reduced 336 
Lease Savings $871,459 
Transit Cost: Employees $1,436,916 
Transit Cost: Students $758,646 
Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride $518,275 
Total Increase in MBTA Revenue $1,677,287 











Cost additional  
$13/month 60% 
use $13+ of 
value currently 
Monthly Parkers 3,288 
Cost additional 
$213/month 17% 
use $13+ of 
value currently 
Bus Passholders 102 
Cost additional  
$4/month 75% 
use $4+ of 
additional value 
Link Passholders 2,589 Save $6 per month 100% Savings 
CRl Pass holders 670 Save $6 per month 100% Savings 






Spaces Reduced 312 
Lease Savings $808,283 
Transit Cost: Employees $810,187 
Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride $518,275 
Savings from increased employee deductions $18,144 
Total Increase in MBTA Revenue $291,912 





Spaces Reduced 117 
Lease Savings $303,405 
Transit Cost  $307,929 













Regular Parking 100% 27% 31%  34% 
No Permit or Pass 65% 53% 55% 47% 47% 




 New Transit Passes 7,625 
 Spaces Reduced 323 
   
 Pass Cost  $312  
 Universal Access Pass Revenue  $3,354,075  
+ Subsidy Maintenance  $2,454,382  
= Total Revenue from Transit  $5,808,457  
- Total Usage Cost  $5,958,648 
- Add'l Transit Usage: Employees  $943,078  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Students  $531,817  
 Total Transit Cost  $(1,625,086) 
   
+ Lease Savings  $836,391  
+ Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride  $518,275  
+ Savings from increased employee deductions  $273,698  
   
= Net Savings to MIT  $3,278  






 New Participants 3,367 
 Reduction in LinkPasses 517 
 Spaces Reduced 66 
   
 Revenue from Program $513,006 
+ Lease Savings $169,774 
+ Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride $466,448 
- Transit Cost: Employees $378,332 
- Transit Cost: Students $764,233 
= Net Savings to MIT $6,663 






 Transit CEQT* 
Parking CEQT* 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 Total 
0 197 -51 -40 -23 -54 29 
1-5 189 85 60 65 121 521 
6-10 62 18 61 31 41 212 
11-15 -30 49 6 7 8 40 
16-20 -555 -193 -49 -5 0 -802 
Total -137 -92 38 75 116   * See Appendix 7 for more detail on the ratio between CEQT and trips / parking events.  As shown in Table 7‐31, most of the reductions in driving trips lead not to increases in transit trips, but increases in ridesharing, walking and biking, and other trips that are not recorded.  Inasmuch as people do move to transit there is an increase in the number of transit passes sold, and thus an increase in subsidy costs for MIT.     
Table 7­31. Mode Share Changes Of Daily $4 Parking Vs. FY11 Baseline 
 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 1.6% -0.3% 5.5% 
Total Monthly Trips 3,093 -10,659 6,280 
Mode Share 2.5% -6.9% 4.4% 




 New Transit Passes 191 
 Spaces Reduced 262 
   
 Revenue from Parking if Lots Full $3,697,152  
- FY11 Parking Revenue  $3,495,443  
- Daily Empty Spaces $295,772  
+ Maintenance of Revenue from Ungated Lots $28,219  
- Lost Revenue from policy $405,775  
= Net Parking Revenue Loss $(471,619) 
   
+ Lease Savings $678,521  
+ Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride $0 
+ Savings from increased employee deductions $0 
- Add'l Transit Usage: Employees $79,195  
   
= Savings to MIT $206,902  








 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 12.1% -2.0% -3.7% 
Mode Share 14.6% -10.7% -4.0%  
Table 7­34. Revenue And Cost Effects Of Mobility Pass Option 1 Vs. FY11 
Baseline 
 New Transit Passes 2,850 
 Spaces Reduced 412 
   
 Transit Pass Revenue  $513,006  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Employees  $425,856  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Students  $688,186  
 Total Transit Cost  $(1,114,043) 
   
 Revenue from Parking if Lots Full  $3,697,152  
- FY11 Parking Revenue   $3,495,443  
- Daily Empty Spaces  $295,772  
+ Maintenance of Revenue from Ungated Lots  $125,683  
- Lost Revenue from policy  $517,575  
= Net Parking Revenue Loss  $(485,956) 
   
+ Lease Savings  $1,066,259  
+ Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride  $518,275  
+ Savings from increased employee deductions  $35,910  
   
= Net Savings to MIT  $20,446  














18,191 5,925 8,006 13,932 77%  As shown in Table 7‐36, transit usage increases significantly against the business‐as‐usual scenario, both among new and existing riders.  Only slightly fewer people drive, but those who do drive, drive less.   The model may overestimate the reduction in people who neither take transit nor drive.  Therefore the cost estimates err overly on the expensive side in this policy scenario.  
Table 7­36. Mode Share Changes For Mobility Pass Option 2 Vs. Baseline 
 Transit Drive Other 
% Who Use Mode 19.9% -1.0% -7.2% 








 New Transit Passes 8,007 
 Spaces Reduced 535 
   
 Pass Cost  $288  
 Transit Pass Revenue  $4,012,273  
+ Subsidy Maintenance  $2,454,382  
= Total Revenue from Transit  $6,466,655  
- Total Usage Cost  $5,958,648 
- Add'l Transit Usage: Employees  $1,021,346  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Students  $575,954  
 Total Transit Cost  $(1,089,292) 
   
 Revenue from Parking if Lots Full  $2,772,864  
- FY11 Parking Revenue   $3,495,443  
- Daily Empty Spaces  $221,829  
+ Maintenance of Revenue from Ungated Lots  $283,322  
- Lost Revenue from policy  $441,454  
= Net Parking Revenue Loss  $(1,102,540) 
   
+ Lease Savings  $1,385,815  
+ Savings from moving LinkPass holders to pay-per-ride  $518,275  
+ Savings from increased employee deductions  $282,266  
   
= Net Savings to MIT  $(5,476) 
 Total Increase in MBTA Revenue  $1,079,025   In the long run this results in an additional $400k to $1.4m in savings from parking depending on MIT’s growth.  While the program is slightly more expensive than the first Mobility Pass option in the short term, by ten years out it saves more money on an annual basis.  The commuter emissions savings are also 14%, or more than 20% higher than the first option.  There is more upside potential for these savings because more non‐commute trips move away from the auto.   Congestion reduction is similarly 20% higher than Option 1.  Mobility Pass Option 2 enrolls more people, provides employees with cost savings, and produces more benefits.  However, it is more coercive, and in the short term is slightly more costly, although it is still revenue neutral against the FY11 baseline. 
7.9 SUMMARY OF POLICY OPTIONS This chapter has shown that MIT’s policy of subsidizing transit 50%, while generous, does not offset the increase in auto commuters caused by its subsidies of parking.  This chapter evaluated a number of policies that are revenue neutral to the Institute, given the reinvestment of savings from leased parking in the short term.  This turns into savings from not constructing additional underground garages in the long term. 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 New Transit Passes 8,007 2,850 7,625 0 
 Spaces Reduced 535 412 323 262 
      
 Annual Pass Cost $288  
$180 
Half Pass  $312   
 Net Program Revenue $508,007  $513,006   $(150,191)  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Employees $1,021,346   $425,856   $943,078   $79,195  
- Add'l Transit Usage: Students $575,954   $688,186   $531,817   
= Total Transit Cost $(1,089,292) $(1,114,043) 
 
$(1,625,086)  
      
 Daily Parking Charge $3 $4  $4 
= Net Parking Revenue Loss 
 
$(1,102,540)  $(485,956)  
 
$(471,619) 
      
+ Lease Savings $1,385,815   $1,066,259   $836,391   $678,521  
+ 
Savings from moving LinkPass 
holders to pay-per-ride $518,275   $518,275   $518,275   
+ 
Savings from increased 
employee deductions $282,266   $35,910   $273,698   
      
= Net MIT Savings $(5,476)  $20,446   $3,278   $206,902  
 Increase in MBTA Revenue $1,079,025   $595,768   $956,620   $79,195  
      
 Annual Savings 10 years out $857,737   $725,106   $645,221   $655,108  
 
Emissions reductions from 



















Transit Drive Non-motorized or Not on 
Campus 












Transit Drive Non-motorized or Not on 
Campus 
























































Non Worker HH  5,917  20% 4,734 10%  $6.80   $12.02  
Drive  18,868  35% 12,264 0%  $3.40   $3.40  
Public Transit  6,472  20% 5,178 100%  $-     $59.00  
Walk, bike, other  6,657  20% 5,326 20%  $13.60   $22.68  
Total  37,914   27,501     





% Paying Additional Monthly $  




Money $5  $10  $15  > $15 
Non Worker HH 18% 11% 14% 15% 42% 
Drive 1% 5% 14% 26% 54% 
Public Transit 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Walk, bike, other 42% 7% 7% 7% 36% 
Total 34% 11% 15% 20% 19%  If approximately 10% of residential permit holders move their cars off‐street, and thus eliminate their permits, than the price increases to $22 monthly, assuming those people are at the bottom end of the distribution of usage of public transit.  Under the assumption of a transit demand elasticity for trips of ‐0.3 on the current number of permit holders who use transit to commute to work, this increases total costs of the program by $1.2m annually; the pass price increases to $27 per month, as seen in Table 9‐3.  This would amount to a 50% increase in usage by those permit holders who do not currently use public transit to commute to work. Assuming 50% of those trips are commute trips, this would increase citywide transit commute mode share from 29.8% to 32.7%.  
Table 9­3. Annual Cambridge Universal Access Pass Cost 
Annual Permit Fee  $240  
Annual Permit w/ expected garaging  $264 
Annual Permit w/ expected usage increase  $312  






















Student: Undergraduate: On-Campus 34% 64% 2% 1,689 
Student: Undergraduate: Off-Campus 34% 66% 0% 904 
Student: Graduate: On-Campus 31% 54% 15% 2,129 
Student: Graduate: Off-Campus 43% 57% 0% 3,561 
Faculty 46% 46% 7% 1,008 
Staff: Other Academic 30% 30% 40% 3,913 
Staff: Admin 20% 75% 5% 2,091 
Staff: Support 23% 64% 13% 1,689 
Staff: Service 0% 0% 100% 854 
Staff: Sponsored Research 15% 28% 57% 3,723 
Staff: Medical 32% 49% 19% 112 










None 28% 36% 35% 11,420 
Bus Pass 26% 61% 12% 209 
Link Pass 29% 61% 10% 4,097 
Commuter Rail 20% 69% 11% 467 
Occasional + Bus Pass 21% 70% 9% 33 
Occasional + Link Pass 20% 73% 7% 589 
Occasional + Commuter Rail 14% 84% 3% 291 
Occasional Permit 23% 46% 31% 806 
Resident Permit 39% 56% 5% 484 
Carpool Permit 23% 56% 21% 248 
Commuter Permit 32% 54% 14% 3,029 






























































































































None 1.14 0.69 0.83 0.91 1.20 2.28 0.87 1.20 - 6.24 1.10 
Bus Pass 0.96 0.63 0.75 0.70 0.45 0.62 0.66 0.68 - 1.43 - 
Link Pass 1.04 0.69 0.84 0.69 0.69 0.79 0.57 0.63 - 0.89 0.75 
Commuter Rail 0.90 0.45 1.66 0.71 0.72 0.83 0.54 0.53 - 0.70 0.45 
Occasional + Bus 
Pass - - - 0.45 - 0.68 0.53 1.05 - 0.54 - 
Occasional + Link 
Pass - - 3.62 0.69 0.62 0.61 0.52 0.61 - 0.57 0.90 
Occasional + 
Commuter Rail - - 0.45 0.60 0.69 0.48 0.50 0.49 - 0.58 0.63 
Occasional Permit - 0.45 - 0.72 0.95 1.09 0.57 0.59 - 0.75 1.66 
Resident Permit 1.08 0.60 0.82 0.87 0.87 0.66 0.60 - - - - 
Carpool Permit 0.72 0.45 0.45 0.72 0.65 1.05 0.62 0.63 - 0.69 0.45 
Commuter Permit - 1.36 3.16 0.66 1.10 1.04 0.62 0.68 - 0.75 0.94  As shown in Table A‐4, Weighting the sample results in significant corrections for response bias.  For example, both people who drive and people who take public transit disproportionately respond to the survey.  Using the weighting methodology, in this case for the entire population, results in more accurate description of actual behavior on campus.  
Table A­4. Weighted Vs. Un­Weighted Monday Mode Share, All Students And 
Employees, 2008 
 Un-weighted Weighted 
Drive Alone 15.25% 12.38% 
Public Transit 29.47% 25.94% 
Carpool 7.09% 6.36% 
Pedestrian 37.88% 44.67% 
Not on Campus 7.50% 7.59% 









































 Companies Employees Revenue 
Denver CBD (SLA C) 23% 31% 62% 
Major Transit Centers (SLA B) 62%* 29% 19% 








































 Boardings  Imputed Revenue 
 EcoPass System wide  EcoPass System wide 
Local 3,171,636 53,487,212  $5,550,363 $93,602,621 
Express 801,486 2,179,678  $2,404,458 $6,539,034 
Regional 1,144,966 3,479,150  $4,579,864 $13,916,600 
SkyRide 870,624 2,049,168  $6,094,368 $14,344,176 
Light Rail 3,325,965 18,685,196  $8,145,605 $45,761,825 
Total 9,314,677 79,880,404  $26,774,658 $174,164,256 
      
Actual Revenue  $11,546,394 $74,662,666* 
Ratio of Imputed to Actual Revenue  2.32 2.33 
      

































EcoPass Portion of Systemwide Boardings 







shown in Table 5. In general, the employers with the lower
starting transit mode shares (approximately 11 percent and
lower) saw little change in transit use; the employer with
about 30 percent of employees taking transit saw a small
increase; and the employer with the largest starting transit
share saw a relatively large increase—nearly 12 new transit
riders per 100 employees.
The Southern California mandatory CTR data set is another
case where the average impact was small (about 0.1 new tran-
sit riders per 100 employees) but there was a wide variation in
effect among worksites. As shown in Figure 9, about 1 out of
20 worksites (50 out of 943 worksites) in the Southern Cali-
fornia data set saw transit use increase by 5 or more transit rid-
ers per 100 employees after implementation of a transit bene-
fits program. Overall, about 44 percent of worksites saw an
increase in transit mode share, 40 percent saw a decline in tran-
sit mode share, and 16 percent saw no change. Initial mode
shares by groups are graphed in the U-shaped line in Figure 9.
The largest changes in transit mode share—increases or
decreases of over five employees per worksite—were associ-
ated with higher initial mode shares. Worksites with no change
had an average initial transit mode share of zero. Worksites in
Tucson (Pima County, Arizona) and Washington State (not
shown in Figure 9) showed a similar pattern: no or very low
transit ridership before the introduction of benefits was asso-
ciated with little or no change in ridership, and higher mode
shares were associated with larger increases or decreases. See
Appendix D for more detail.
Employee Turnover and Other External Factors Affect
Travel Behavior as Well. As Figure 9 illustrates, a large
number of worksites in the Southern California data set actu-
ally saw a decrease in transit mode share after implementation
of a transit benefit. The same was true for the Tucson (Pima
County, Arizona) and Washington State data sets. Other data
sets that included individual worksite data, such as the data sets
of Eco Pass employers in Denver and of Metropass employers
in Minneapolis, also showed that some employers saw a
decrease in transit mode share. There is no reason to believe
that implementing a transit benefits program should result in a
reduction in transit use, all else being equal. It seems likely that
other factors must have been responsible for the reductions in











































Change in Transit Share
Figure 8. Number of Denver-area employers by change in transit share (based
on RTD survey data as of April 2003).
Transit Mode Share Number of 
Employees Before After 
Increase in Transit 
Riders per 100 
Employees 
Increase in Transit 
Ridership
5,535 56.2% 68.0% 11.8 21.0%
2,712 30.0% 32.0% 2.0 6.6% 
14,123 10.6% 10.0% –0.6 –3.0% 
4,942 7.7% 8.0% 0.3 4.0% 
5,382 6.8% 7.0% 0.2 2.4% 
4,815 4.0% 4.0% 0 –1.0%
TABLE 5 Transit mode shares for the six largest employers participating 







































1990 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 







Transit  - Students Transit - Staff Transit - Faculty 









Parking Demand Reduced (spaces) 50,000 
Annualized Capital Cost of Constructing New Spaces $1,500 
Cost of Constructing New Parking $75,000,000 
Transit Subsidy (2006-07 $s) $17,000,000 
Other Program Costs (2006-07 $s) $11,000,000 
Total Savings from UPass $47,000,000 

























































Days Parked on Campus, Oct.08 
150-160 140-150 130-140 
120-130 110-120 100-110 
90-100 80-90 70-80 
60-70 50-60 40-50 

















Amherst 2 0 0%  Yes 
Eastgate 1 1 100% 3.00 Yes 
Hayward 49 2 4% 2.00 Yes 
Kendall 0 0   ** 
Kresge 31 6 19% 4.00 Yes 
Main 51 47 92% 12.83  
North 295 242 82% 11.49  
Northeast 387 369 95% 12.33  
Northwest 15 15 100% 11.53  
Off Campus 414 12 3% 3.25 Yes 
PFC 8 0 0%  Yes 
Riverside 155 89 57% 6.89 Yes 
Sloan 39 0 0%  Yes 
West 229 215 94% 9.51  
Westgate 7 2 29% 1.50 Yes 
Total 1684 1000 59% 10.84  








Only 71% 65% 
Drive Alone Ever 80% 78% 
Only 2% 2% 
Transit Ever 6% 7% 
Only 11% 13% 
Rideshare Ever 17% 21% 
Only 2% 1% 










0 20% 22% 
1 4% 5% 
2 3% 5% 
3 8% 8% 
4 13% 15% 

















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Recorded Days Parked October 2008 
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 10-10-2 7-5-2-1 




Start Min 2+.5*10+.75*10=14.5 1+2*.5+5*.75+7*.625=10.1 
Average (10+10+2)/(1+.5)=14.67 (7+5+2+1)/(1+.5)=10 
Start Max 10+.5*10+.75*2=16.5 7+5*.5+2*.75+1*.625=11.625 











































Mean 1.44 4.88 5.53 5.85 6.13 6.52 7.74 
Std. Dev. 1.459 5.345 6.342 6.831 7.098 7.703 9.693 
COV 1.01 1.10 1.15 1.17 1.16 1.18 1.25 
Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10th Pctl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20th Pctl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30th Pctl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40th Pctl. 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
50th Pctl. 1 3 3.6 4 4 4 4 
60th Pctl. 2 5 5.4 6 6.03 6.03 7 
70th Pctl. 2 8 8 8.71 9.04 10 10 
80th Pctl. 3 10 10.2 11.38 12 12.53 14 
90th Pctl. 3 12 14 14.73 15.54 17.06 21 










 B Std. Error t Sig 
Constant 7.189 .448 16.055 .000 












0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 
Transit One-way linked trips, Oct.08 




Weekly PT Commute Trips 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Average PT Monthly Trips 6.38 19.87 28.53 33.97 42.59 49.72 
25th Pctl. 0 8 16 19 29 38 
50th Pctl. 0 14 25 33 41 49 








































Parking 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 
0 16-20 11-15  6-10  1-5  0 
1-5 11-15  6-10 1-5  0 0 
6-10 6-10  1-5  0 0 0 
11-15 1-5 0 0 0 0 




CEQT Monthly Transit 
One-Way Trips 
Qualified Days Parked 
at MIT, October 2008 
0 0 0 
1-5 1-12 1-5 
6-10 13-24 6-10 
11-15 25-36 11-15 
16-20 37+ 16+ 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Based on the methodology described above, Table A‐18 reports on the percentage of employees who appear in each of the 25 categories.  Less than 8% of the observations represent purely non‐commute transit travel.  As expected, there are fewer people who are in the “midpoints” of travel via transit and auto then there are on the end.  Similar to the findings in Chapter 6, 22% of employees demonstrate multimodal behavior.   
Table A­18. Mode Share By Choice, Modified Sample, Weighted, 2008 
 Transit CEQT 
Parking CEQT 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 Total 
0 6.7% 6.9% 6.6% 5.0% 29.3% 54.4% 
1-5 2.4% 1.6% 1.4% 1.3% 3.8% 10.5% 
6-10 1.7% 0.6% 1.0% 0.6% 0.9% 4.8% 
11-15 2.7% 2.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 5.9% 
16-20 17.0% 5.3% 1.6% 0.3% 0.1% 24.3% 




 Transit Drive 
Non-motorized or  
Not on Campus 
% Who Use Mode 69.3% 45.5% 64.4% 
Total Monthly Trips 71621 49198 29508 
Mode Share 47.6% 32.7% 19.6% 
Trips / Person / Month 8.51 5.84 3.50 
Trips / User / Month 12.27 12.83 9.83 * Commute Equivalent Trips.  Category 1 = 0 trips, Category 2 = 3 trips, etc.  The goal is to calculate total cost to MIT.  This requires the actual number of transit trips and days parked at MIT.  As shown in the table below, adding up the weighted days parked in the month of October (non‐binned) amounts to 6% less than the commute equivalent trip calculation.  To measure the use of the parking facilities requires multiplying CEQT by its ratio to the number of days parked.  For transit one‐way linked trips, based on the earlier finding that 41% of transit usage is non‐commute, it is not surprising that the ratio is much higher – at approximately 2.75:1.  This, of course, also accounts for the conversion of a commute roundtrip to a transit one‐way trip.   The results for each policy option in Chapter 7 report both the commute equivalent trips, and the actual usage of the facilities, using the above ratios to scale the CEQT.  
Table A­20. Equivalent Commute Trips Vs. Actual Trips By Mode 
Equivalent 
Commute Trips Days Parked Ratio 
49,198 46,069 0.936 




(one-way) trips Ratio 





the relative weights of the Betas, but not the overall results).  This is a simplification.  In fact, this cost will be variable depending on where they live, and how they purchase the pass.  For example, if they live in an area where they would take Commuter Rail, their daily price would be higher, but they could reduce it by purchasing a ten‐ticket pack.  Without the actual routes that people use to commute, inferring transit fares would require a set of assumptions that would not be able to be validated.  Therefore, the daily cost is not varied in the model based on location.  The expectation is that the effect will be similar to that of the daily cost for driving – negative and increasing in effect with the number of trips.  4. Travel Time.  The time it takes to drive is not derived from a model, but from the responses of the employee’s nearest neighbors (including the employee him or herself for the mode they indicated as primary).  Each survey respondent indicated their primary mode, and the amount of time their commute took to and from MIT on an average day.  The responses of all of the employees in the same Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) as the respondent are averaged by mode.  If there are fewer than 5 respondents in the TAZ, this measure includes the responses of those people within ½ mile of the TAZ, in order to get a less variable estimate of the commute time.  Those TAZ’s that do not have any respondents either within the zone or nearby for a mode are assumed to not be viable for travel to MIT.  There are no respondents who do not have the drive mode available to them, fewer than 2% who do not have transit, and 20% who do not have walking or biking available.  The availability derived from this measure feeds which alternatives are evaluated by the model.  In this way, it prevents those people who do not have a viable non‐motorized option available to them from switching to it, both in the initial estimation process and in the simulation of policy alternatives. a. Drive Time.  The expectation is that this will negative, and that it will be less negative the more this travel is part of habit – that is the more often someone partakes in it.  The longer the trip is the less negative the marginal time it takes will be. b. Transit Time.  The expectation is that this will be negative.  While it may see similar changes based on frequency as drive time, exclusive transit use (transit captive), may be less of choice than driving often, and thus may not particularly vary with the frequency of use. c. Bicycle / Walk Time.  The expectation is that this will be negative.  While it may again be similar to the effects of drive and transit as frequency increases, it may also increase with frequency of use.  The inference behind this hypothesis is that for those people that rarely travel by this method it is recreational (and thus the travel time is pleasurable, or at least less negative), while those people who do it everyday are more likely to view it as part of their routine, which may not be choice, and thus are sensitive to the time it takes.  
    233 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255 
5. Gender.  Chapter 6 showed that women are less likely to engage in pedestrian behavior.  The expectation is therefore that there will be a negative effect on those choices that include non‐transit or drive trips for a female dummy variable.    6. Car Ownership and Licensed Drivers.  Those people without cars or without drivers’ licenses will be more likely to have no drive trips (although it is still possible that they have a drive trip, in a ridesharing situation).  The expectation is that there is a similar inclination toward no drive trips for those people who have one car or one driver’s license in their household, but of a smaller magnitude than those people without cars or licenses.  7. Move Year.  Chapter 6 demonstrated that this a proxy variable for how settled the person is in their location and in their lifecycle, although it is confounded by an interaction with age.  The expectation is therefore that people who have moved in the last few years will be more likely to have more transit and more pedestrian/other trips.  8. Job Type.  Chapter 6 also demonstrated that this was to some degree a proxy for both income and the lifecycle stage of the person.  There were different patterns for Faculty, Administrative Staff, and Medical Staff than for other employees.  The expectation is therefore that these groups will be more likely to drive more often.  A further expectation is that Medical Staff, because they are often on call, will be more likely to use very little transit. Additionally, Other Academic Staff will be less likely to drive.  If job type is in fact a proxy for income, the expectation is a replication of (Bhat, 2001)’s findings that that higher income increases the propensity to make shopping trips, which is hypothesized to increase the propensity to use drive as a mode.  9. Age.  Chapter 6 showed that those people who were older were more likely to drive and less likely to walk or bike to MIT.  Transit usage declined with age.  The expectation is therefore that there is less non‐commute use of transit as people age.  This is similar to (Bhat, 2001), who found in her analysis of the 1991 Boston household Activity Survey that age has a positive effect on the choice of public transit for non‐commute trips, but decreases in magnitude with age.  10. Transit Accessibility.  Based on the exploration of proxies for transit accessibility in Chapter 6, both by distance to types of transit, and by those people within a set distance of the employee who indicated that they used transit the expectation is that the distance to nearest neighbor with transit this will have a positive effect on transit usage for those people who also drive.    11. Changed Modes Recently or Considering Change.  This is a proxy for those people who currently drive, but are unsettled in their mode, and for those people who recently switched modes, and therefore are still considering their options.  That is, it is negatively correlated with the existence of a mode choice habit.  The 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 Transit CEQT 
Parking CEQT 0 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 
0 1 6 11 16 21 
1-5 2 7 12 17 22 
6-10 3 8 13 18 23 
11-15 4 9 14 19 24 
16-20 5 10 15 20 25 
Total 30.7% 16.8% 10.9% 7.4% 34.3%   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Table A­22. Model Specification Key: x. use beta in alternative without suffix 00, 05, 10, 15, 20. Use beta in alternative with commensurate suffix  




















































































































































































































































































1 T00D00       20 x x x x  
2 T00D05 x 05  05   15 x   x  
3 T00D10 x 10  10 x  10 x   x  
4 T00D15 x 15  15 x  05 x   x  
5 T00D20 x 20  20 x        
6 T05D00 x  05   05 15 x x x x 05 
7 T05D05 x 05 05 05  05 10 x   x 05 
8 T05D10 x 10 05 10 x 05 05 x   x 05 
9 T05D15 x 15 05 15 x 05     x 05 
10 T05D20 x 20 05 20 x 05       
11 T10D00 x  10   10 10 x x x x 10 
12 T10D05 x 05 10 05  10 05 x   x 10 
13 T10D10 x 10 10 10 x 10     x 10 
14 T10D15 x 15 10 15 x 10     x 10 
15 T10D20 x 20 10 20 x 10       
16 T15D00 x  15   15 05 x x x x 15 
17 T15D05 x 05 15 05  15     x 15 
18 T15D10 x 10 15 10 x 15     x 15 
19 T15D15 x 15 15 15 x 15     x 15 
20 T15D20 x 20 15 20 x 15       
21 T20D00 x  20   20   x x x 20 
22 T20D05 x 05 20 05  20     x 20 
23 T20D10 x 10 20 10 x 20     x 20 
24 T20D15 x 15 20 15 x 20     x 20 
25 T20D20 x 20 20 20 x 20        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1 00   x x  x   x x x x 
2 05   x x  x  05 x  x  
3    x x 10   10 x  x  
4    x x 15   15 x  x  
5    x x 20  x 20 x  x  
6 00  x    x    x  x 
7 05  x    x  05     
8   x   10   10     
9   x   15   15     
10   x   20  x 20     
11 00  x        x  x 
12 05  x      05     
13   x   10   10     
14   x   15   15     
15   x   20  x 20     
16 00 15 x    x    x  x 
17 05 15 x    x  05     
18  15 x   10   10     
19  15 x   15   15     
20  15 x   20   20     
21 00 20 x x x      x  x 
22 05 20 x      05     
23  20 x   10   10     
24  20 x   15   15     
25  20 x   20   20      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Table A­23. Model Results 




t-test p-value  
Alt 1 ASC_T00D00 0     
Alt 2 ASC_T00D05 4.88 1.16 4.19 0  
Alt 3 ASC_T00D10 4.44 1.24 3.58 0  
Alt 4 ASC_T00D15 3.3 1.31 2.51 0.01  
Alt 5 ASC_T00D20 1.87 1.26 1.49 0.14 * 
Alt 6 ASC_T05D00 4.47 1.27 3.51 0  
Alt 7 ASC_T05D05 6.75 1.49 4.52 0  
Alt 8 ASC_T05D10 5.97 1.57 3.79 0  
Alt 9 ASC_T05D15 3.74 1.53 2.44 0.01  
Alt 10 ASC_T05D20 5.57 1.52 3.66 0  
Alt 11 ASC_T10D00 5.66 1.33 4.24 0  
Alt 12 ASC_T10D05 8.29 1.6 5.19 0  
Alt 13 ASC_T10D10 5.97 1.61 3.71 0  
Alt 14 ASC_T10D15 4.93 1.69 2.91 0  
Alt 15 ASC_T10D20 7.72 1.62 4.76 0  
Alt 16 ASC_T15D00 4.12 1.35 3.04 0  
Alt 17 ASC_T15D05 4.66 1.65 2.83 0  
Alt 18 ASC_T15D10 5.81 1.66 3.51 0  
Alt 19 ASC_T15D15 5.39 1.72 3.13 0  
Alt 20 ASC_T15D20 6.48 1.74 3.73 0  
Alt 21 ASC_T20D00 2.83 1.19 2.37 0.02  
Alt 22 ASC_T20D05 6.03 1.3 4.63 0  
Alt 23 ASC_T20D10 6.4 1.33 4.83 0  
Alt 24 ASC_T20D15 5.58 1.42 3.93 0  
Alt 25 ASC_T20D20 5.69 1.47 3.86 0  
1 B_COST_FIXED -0.0424 0.00625 -6.79 0  
2 B_COST_D_D05 -0.561 0.0312 -18.01 0  
2 B_COST_D_D10 -0.836 0.0684 -12.23 0  
2 B_COST_D_D15 -1.12 0.129 -8.66 0  
2 B_COST_D_D20 -1.52 0.104 -14.66 0  
3 B_COST_T_T05 -0.748 0.117 -6.36 0  
3 B_COST_T_T10 -1.21 0.115 -10.5 0  
3 B_COST_T_T15 -1.72 0.125 -13.77 0  
3 B_COST_T_T20 -1.98 0.11 -18.1 0  
4a B_TIME_D05 -0.14 0.109 -1.29 0.2 * 
4a B_TIME_D10 -0.241 0.118 -2.05 0.04  
4a B_TIME_D15 -0.0774 0.114 -0.68 0.5 * 
4a B_TIME_D20 -0.0578 0.111 -0.52 0.6 * 
4a B_TIME_DSQ 0.419 0.193 2.17 0.03  
4b B_TIME_T05 -0.908 0.304 -2.99 0  
4b B_TIME_T10 -1.58 0.363 -4.35 0  
4b B_TIME_T15 -1.37 0.418 -3.27 0  
4b B_TIME_T20 -1.3 0.391 -3.34 0  
4c B_TIME_P05 -0.912 0.264 -3.46 0  
4c B_TIME_P10 -1.4 0.28 -4.99 0  
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t-test p-value  
4c B_TIME_P15 -1.96 0.306 -6.4 0  
4c B_TIME_P20 -2.01 0.355 -5.68 0  
5 B_FEMALE -0.36 0.0981 -3.67 0  
6a B_NOCAR 2.55 0.587 4.34 0  
6b B_ONECAR 0.784 0.179 4.38 0  
7a B_MOVE_D 0.498 0.257 1.94 0.05 * 
7b B_MOVE_T05 0.176 0.139 1.27 0.21 * 
7b B_MOVE_T10 0.508 0.151 3.36 0  
7b B_MOVE_T15 -0.0939 0.308 -0.3 0.76 * 
7b B_MOVE_T20 0.602 0.14 4.31 0  
9a B_AGE_D00 0.0284 0.00949 2.99 0  
9a B_AGE_D05 0.0186 0.00795 2.35 0.02  
9b B_AGE_T15 -0.0101 0.00726 -1.4 0.16 * 
9b B_AGE_T20 -0.0201 0.00609 -3.3 0  
10 B_NN_TENTH 0.298 0.175 1.71 0.09 * 
11a B_CHANGED -0.495 0.107 -4.62 0  
11b B_CHANGESOON -0.347 0.117 -2.97 0  
11c B_COST_D_CHANGESOON_D10 0.153 0.0519 2.94 0  
11c B_COST_D_CHANGESOON_D15 0.293 0.091 3.22 0  
11c B_COST_D_CHANGESOON_D20 0.267 0.105 2.54 0.01  
12 B_BIKEOWN 0.345 0.103 3.35 0  
13a B_MITBUSINESS -0.678 0.237 -2.87 0  
13b B_COST_D_MIT_D05 0.185 0.0299 6.17 0  
13b B_COST_D_MIT_D10 0.194 0.0543 3.58 0  
13b B_COST_D_MIT_D15 0.205 0.0907 2.26 0.02  
13b B_COST_D_MIT_D20 0.422 0.148 2.85 0  
14 B_EARLY 0.796 0.373 2.14 0.03  
15 B_LATE 0.857 0.343 2.5 0.01  
16 B_TRAVBACK_D -0.727 0.218 -3.34 0  
17 B_NONMITPARK 2.09 0.44 4.75 0   *. Not significant at 95%  n = 2820 Null log‐likelihood = ‐8664.231 Init log‐likelihood = ‐8664.232 Final log‐likelihood = ‐4060.019 Likelihood ratio test = 9208.426 Rho‐squared = .523  Overall, the model has an adjusted Rho2 of .523.  More importantly, most of the expectations for significance indicated earlier have been met.  The results for each variable are compared to expectations below.   In some cases, to give a sense of the magnitude of the change implied, especially for dummy variables, the value of the beta is compared to the alternative specific constants. 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1. Monthly Cost (B_COST_FIXED).   This is negative, as expected.  A dollar here also means less than a dollar in variable cost, as expected, since there are multiple days in a month.  Depending on the number of trips and the mode, a dollar of fixed cost is worth between $12 and $45 of variable cost.  When the costs of driving and transit are combined, some of the descriptive power of the model is lost (Rho2 decreases from .524 to .523, and the final log‐likelihood increases from ‐4042.162 to ‐4060.019).  When these fixed costs are separated, driving is about 60% as negative as transit (that is a coefficient of ‐0.025 vs. ‐0.045) for those people who drive 5 or fewer commute equivalent trips, or 16 or more commute equivalent trips, and the same levels as transit for the middle options.  This may be due to the majority of the drivers falling into those edge choices, and the differential in monthly pricing commensurate with them (0‐5 CEQT  = Occasional Permits; 16+ CEQT = Monthly Permits).  Nevertheless, it is important to note the effect of the equality constraint imposed in order to better fit this thesis’ policy options.  That is, there will be more sensitivity to fixed costs in the edge options than there would otherwise be without this constraint.  2. Daily Driving Cost (B_COST_D_D05, B_COST_D_D10, B_COST_D_D15, B_COST_D_D20).  This is negative, as expected, and increasing in relative weight the more people drive, in more or less direct proportion to the number of drive trips.  No significant interactions with income proxies were found.  By constraining the daily parking cost coefficient to be equal to the coefficient for the cost of gas the significance of the model is slightly decreased, but the ability to  apply the model to policy options is increased.    3. Daily Transit Cost (B_COST_T_T05, B_COST_T_T10, B_COST_T_T15, B_COST_T_T20).   Similar to the variable cost of driving, this is negative and proportional to the amount people take transit, as expected.      4. Travel Time.  Each of these measures refers to the natural log of time by mode.  This was done to remove the highs and lows, and because it better fit the data. a. Drive Time (B_TIME_D05, B_TIME_D10, B_TIME_D15, B_TIME_D20, B_TIME_DSQ).  The expectation was that this would be negative, but would be less negative the more often people drove.  It was also expected that for trips farther out it would be less negative.  No relationships could be found when using straight drive time.  This may be because it is highly correlated with both transit time and pedestrian time.  To correct for this correlation drive time enters the model only for those people who do not have a nearby neighbor who uses transit.  In this case it is slightly more significant, and has the expected values.  However, it is only significant at the 95% level for people who drive 5‐10 times per month.  Furthermore, for trips over 45 minutes by drive, the drive time is actually positive. b. Transit Time (B_TIME_T05, B_TIME_t10, B_TIME_T15, B_TIME_T20).  This met expectations: it is negative, significant, and relatively invariant with use, although slightly lower in magnitude for people who take 1‐5 Commute Equivalent Trips. 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c. Bicycle / Walk Time (B_TIME_P05, B_TIME_P10, B_TIME_P15, B_TIME_P20).  This also met expectations, in that it was highly significantly, negative, and increases with use, up to 15 trips per month.    5. Gender (B_FEMALE).  There was a negative effect on pedestrian trips as expected, equivalent to approximately 10% of the Alternative Specific Constant for those trips.  6. Car Ownership and Licensed Drivers (B_NOCAR, B_ONECAR).  Both those people with no cars or licenses and one car or license were significantly more likely to not have any parking events at MIT.  This was equivalent to 40‐50% of the alternative specific constant (depending on the number of transit trips) for people who had no cars or drivers in their household, and 10‐15% for people with only one car or driver in their household.    7. Move Year (B_MOVE_D, B_MODE_T05, B_MODE_T10, B_MODE_T15, B_MODE_T20).  Those people who moved between 2006 and 2008 were more likely to drive less frequently than every day, or not at all, at the equivalent of approximately 10% of the alternative specific constants.  They were also more likely to take transit, but the effect and significance varied by the number of commute equivalent trips.  It was significant and in the expected direction for people with 10 or 20 CEQT, and insignificant but in the expected direction for people with 5 equivalent trips.  For those people with 10 CEQT it had almost no effect, and was not significant.  This might mean that travel for those people who recently moved was more likely to be dominant toward one mode or the other.  This is in keeping with the hypothesis that the type of subsidies that are currently offered encourage this behavior, especially for people who are closer to equilibrium.  That is, it is a coping strategy to commute more by a single dominant mode.    8. Job Type.   Significant effects could not be found for any job type, whether Faculty, Administrative Staff, Medical staff, or Other Academic Staff either by themselves, or as a modifier of the perceived cost of driving or transit.  The difference between these groups is a result of age and lifecycle, not one of income or inherent preference.  What appears to be a trend if looking only at these groups is the result of the distribution of people of different ages between these groups.    9. Age (B_AGE_D00, B_AGE,D05, B_AGE_T15, B_AGE_T20).  Numerous ways of adding age to the model were attempted, including using multiple variations of a piecewise linear function.  Only two relatively minor effects were found to be significant; both of them are linear with age.  People are more likely to drive 0 or 5 times as the increase in age.  They are also less likely to take 15 or 20 commute equivalent trips by transit, although only the second of those is significant at 95%.  In combination, this may indicate that older people, all else constant, are more likely to rideshare, or otherwise not use MIT facilities for their commute 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None $19 $2 $2 $0 $22 
Bus Pass $17 $12 $4 $24 $8 
Link Pass $47 $4 $1 $51 $1 
CR $49 $4 $8 $61 $0 
Resident Permit $12 $1 $1 $0 $14 




non-MIT Pass $15 $3 $0  $18 
None $19 $3 $2 $0 $24 
Bus Pass $25 $29 $0 $47 $7 
Link Pass $68 $14 $1 $81 $1 
CR $4 $0 $133 $137 $0 
Occasional Permit $27 $0 $4 $0 $32 
Resident Permit $15 $1 $0 $0 $16 




Commuter Permit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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 non-MIT Pass $49 $22 $0  $71 
None $21 $1 $2 $0 $24 
Bus Pass $28 $10 $2 $31 $9 
Link Pass $43 $2 $2 $45 $2 
CR $32 $0 $0 $32 $0 
Occasional + Link Pass $22 $0 $0 $22 $0 
Occasional + CR $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Resident Permit $14 $0 $1 $0 $16 




non-MIT Pass $4 $0 $253  $257 
None $24 $1 $2 $0 $27 
Bus Pass $22 $15 $0 $31 $6 
Link Pass $81 $2 $2 $83 $2 
CR $31 $2 $133 $166 $0 
Occasional + Bus Pass $7 $19 $0 $25 $2 
Occasional + Link Pass $58 $2 $0 $60 $0 
Occasional + CR $27 $2 $139 $168 $0 
Occasional Permit $16 $2 $9 $0 $27 
Resident Permit $23 $1 $0 $0 $24 
Carpool Permit $6 $0 $0 $0 $6 




non-MIT Pass $70 $5 $13  $88 
None $32 $2 $8 $0 $42 
Bus Pass $18 $26 $1 $39 $5 
Link Pass $86 $3 $3 $89 $3 
CR $15 $0 $190 $205 $0 
Occasional + Bus Pass $9 $30 $0 $36 $2 
Occasional + Link Pass $71 $2 $1 $73 $1 
Occasional + CR $9 $0 $165 $174 $0 
Occasional Permit $13 $0 $7 $0 $20 
Resident Permit $8 $0 $0 $0 $8 
Carpool Permit $9 $0 $2 $0 $12 
Commuter Permit $6 $0 $1 $0 $8 
Staff & 
Faculty 
non-MIT Pass $85 $4 $12 $0 $101  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